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Title: Drivers of the (un)sustainability of our food systems: a global analysis 

Within the current discussion on SDGs, food systems are being progressively recognized as 

critical entry points for action. Yet our understanding of those food systems is still extremely 

limited. Researchers, analysts, and practitioners are still struggling in particular with a core 

question: How (un)sustainable our food systems are and what are the drivers of this 

(un)sustainability? In this study we intend to address this question by exploring more thoroughly 

the interactions between sustainability and key drivers of food systems. For this two global 

metrics were constructed; one on food systems’ sustainability, and one on food systems’ drivers, 

using for both metrics indicators that are available for a common set of 97 low, middle and high-

income countries. To build the food system sustainability metric, the dimensions as well as the 

indicators were initially identified from a thorough review of the literature. A rigorous 

inclusion/exclusion protocol was then applied to refine the list and shorten it to a sub-set of 27 

indicators that could be organized into four dimensions: environment, social, food security & 

nutrition, and economic. An aggregate sustainability score was then computed for each country, 

based on those 27 indicators. For the driver metrics, we conducted a systematic review of the 

literature and relied on an inductive approach to identify a list of 12 drivers that are generally 

hypothesized to be critical in shaping the dynamics of food systems. Using those two metrics, 

correlations were then explored between levels of (un)sustainability and drivers. The analysis 

indicates that five key drivers (amongst the initial 12 considered) appears to have moderate-to-

strong correlations with the level of sustainability of the countries’ food systems. The 

presentation will skip the technical/methodological elements of the research and focus essentially 

on the key-findings. It will reveal in particular the global map that was constructed based on the 

four dimensions of the individual countries’ sustainability scores; which drivers appear to affect 

the level of sustainability of those countries’ food systems (some drivers were expected but 

others are more surprising) and then discuss the implications of those results for our own 

understanding of food systems and their sustainability.


